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Python Pete
It was another hot, humid day in Florida, and Pete 

was on the hunt, tracking through the swamps of the 

Everglades National Park. Though Pete works in the park, 

he’s not a park ranger. He’s an eco dog. 
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Pete spends his days with wildlife scientist Lori 

Oberhofer, searching for giant Burmese pythons. These snakes 

can grow up to be 20 feet (6 m) long. When Pete finds the 

scent of a python, he keeps his nose close to the ground, 

dragging Lori along on his leash. He also starts wagging his 

tail. Once they reach the snake, Pete pokes his nose into the 

grass. At that point, Lori pulls him away to keep him safe 

from becoming a snake snack. Lori then alerts rangers, who 

come to catch the python and remove it from the park.

For the past decade, Burmese pythons have been 
invading the Everglades. The snakes are popular 
pets that some owners turn loose in the park when 
they get too big to handle. Considered an 

, the snakes disrupt the . They eat 
animals such as fox squirrels and deer that animals 

 to the area need for food. Without enough to 
eat, many of the native animals could starve to death.
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Hide-and-Seek
To get Pete ready for his job as an eco dog, he first 

had to learn what a python smelled like. To teach him the 

scent, Lori had Pete sniff a baby python and then gave him 

a treat. She did this over and over again. Not only did Pete 

learn the smell, but he started to connect the python with 

getting a reward. 

Pete’s training took 
about three months 
to complete. 
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Once he knew the smell, Lori put a live python in a 

bag and dragged it across a field to create a scent trail. 

Then she hid the bagged python at the end of the trail, 

along with Pete’s favorite toy—a small stuffed animal. 

Pete quickly learned to follow the trail to find the bag 

and toy. The toy was his reward for finding the python. 
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Super Sniffers
Python Pete and other eco dogs are part of a new group 

of detection dogs. These heroic hounds use their super 

sense of smell to sniff out plants and animals that scientists 

aren’t able to find on their own. Many of these plants and 

animals are endangered. Because of the dogs’ hard work, 

scientists are now able to learn more about these plants 

and animals and find ways to save them. Or in Pete’s case, 

save animals that are at risk of becoming endangered.
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How can Pete and other eco dogs find certain kinds of 

plants and animals that humans cannot? Dogs have about 

225 million scent receptors in their noses, compared to 

humans who only have about 5 million. These receptors, 

plus other parts of a dog’s nose and brain, help it smell 

10,000 to 100,000 times better than a person. How 

good is Pete’s sense of smell? He can tell the difference 

between the scent of a Burmese python 

and the scent of other types of snakes 

that live in the Everglades. 

“Eco dog” is short for ecology 
dog. Ecology is the study of 
the relationship between 
plants, animals, and their 
environment. 
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